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My wife, Poppy, wanted to learn that very skill, so this past December we flew 
to Guatemala to meet Sheeder and his crew, because we knew they had both the 
experience and the necessary numbers of fish to make our efforts successful. It 
always helps to have lots of shots when trying something new. Sheeder fishes a 
pretty standard one-sided trolling pattern with hookless teaser baits pulled from 
the right outrigger and flat-line positions (to the left as you face aft) for right-
handed fly-casters. As his crew deployed the teasers, Poppy took up a position in 
the right rear corner of the cockpit, fly rod at the ready, as Sheeder explained the 
game plan to us.

 
get close
He likes to tease the fish close to the transom, and have the angler cast slightly 
to the side of and behind the fish. “We increased our hookup percentages by 
cutting down casting distance and teasing fish closer to the boat than where the 
fly will hit the water to get that going-away bite,” Sheeder said. “The prettiest 
sight in all of sport fishing is overteasing a billfish, so he keeps looking for the 
pulled teaser under the boat and around the props, and finally, after what seems 
an eternity, he sees the fly and blasts out to bite it.” On our first day fishing out 
of Puerto Quetzal, it didn’t take long to experience that firsthand.

A sail soon appeared in the spread, and Sheeder calmly shouted out orders 
to those of us working the cockpit. His team has this drill down pat, and the 

B y  Jo h n  B r o w n l e e

Most charter skippers end up specializing in one 
aspect of saltwater fishing or another during their 
careers,  becoMing known along the way as the go-to 
guy or gal in a particular area. capt. chris sheeder, 
who runs the 40-foot gaMefisherMan charter boat 
Rum Line out of casa Vieja lodge in guateMala, is one 
of theM. if you want to learn how to catch pacific 
sailfish on a fly rod, sheeder’s your guy.
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target-rich environment:  
Successful fly-fishing for sails relies 
on abundant opportunities, and 
Guatemala has the numbers needed. 

C a t C h i n g  P a C i f i C 
s a i l s  o n  f l y  r o d s 

C h a l l e n g e s  a n d 
r e w a r d s
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mates worked the teasers flawlessly. 
When the fish came into the desired 
range, Sheeder hollered, “Cast!” as 
he simultaneously shifted the boat to 
neutral and the mate yanked the teaser 
from the water. Poppy executed a large 
roll cast, and for a minute, it looked 
like the fish had disappeared. But just 
as Sheeder had prophesied, it suddenly 
charged from beneath the boat and 
engulfed the fly.

Sheeder had earlier instructed us to 
watch which way the fish turned after 
the bite, and then strike in the opposite 
direction. “You have to make a quick 
decision during the bite,” he said, “be-
cause if you strike in the same direction 
the fish turns, you’ll pull the fly right 
out of its mouth.” Poppy heeded her 
teacher’s words and struck left after the 
fish headed right, sinking the hook in 
the fish’s jaw: The fight was on.

sweet Release
The sailfish put on an impressive aerial 
display, but the 14-weight fly rod soon 
did its job, and Sheeder’s mate, Zonder, 
tagged the fish before releasing it. The 
whole thing happened so quickly that 
it took a minute to sink in that Poppy 
had just released her first sailfish on a 
fly rod, an epic event. We reset the baits 
and set off in search of another bite 
amid major high-five activity.

“I started taking fly-fishing for 
billfish seriously back in 2001,” Sheeder 

said. “I found that stepping back and 
catching fish this way is really cool. 
Teasing sailfish is a strategic process, 
but when a blue marlin shows up, that 
procedure had better be perfect. Sailfish 
are usually pretty forgiving, but if you 
let a blue whack a teaser too many 
times, he’ll lose that aggression needed 
to trick him into biting the fly.”

Be Ready
Relentless vigilance raises your odds of 
success at this game. You must stand 
ready to cast in short order because 
sometimes fish come in hot, and you 
can’t afford to lose precious seconds 
fumbling around for the fly rod and 
line. When you spot the fish, never 
take your eyes off it, because you must 

eager eater: Charged up by 
the teasers, a sailfish turns at the 
transom and engulfs the fly.

clean release: heavy gear 
means efficient fights so fish are 
vigorous when released, left.

rod work: On the initial 
run, there’s not much to do 
except hang on and let the 
tackle do its job.
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tackle Box
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know exactly where it is to make an 
optimal cast. When it works right, it’s 
the  easiest thing ever. Simply make a 
roll cast to where you predict it will 
turn when the mate yanks the teaser 
from the water, and the bite usually 
happens automatically.

But as with most forms of fishing, 
sailfish sometimes get uncooperative, 
and that’s when you must be as precise 
as possible to get the bite and success-
fully hook the fish. When the fish bite 
on your initial cast, you only have to 
remember which way to strike. But 
when the fish drop back or simply sink 
beneath the surface after refusing the 
fly, what then?

noncooperation
We encountered a few stubborn fish 
on our trip, and the mates would tease 
them back to the boat again and again 
by casting hookless ballyhoo teasers in 
the direction they swam off and coax-
ing them toward the transom. In that 
situation, you often must make more 
technical and difficult casts in an effort 
to entice a strike. And when it’s easy, 

F ly-fishing for sails demands 
specialized tackle and teas-
ers. Captains and mates in 

Guatemala have the gear and the 
rigging down to an art, but they will 
accommodate you if you want to 
fish your own tackle. Be prepared 
to have the mates reconfigure your 
leader. They know this business 
better than anyone. 

rods
12- to 14-weight fly rods, beefy 

enough to fight powerful fish on 
20-pound tippet

reels
Large-capacity, quality  machined 

reels with smooth drag to 
 withstand blazing, sustained runs 

guatemala sailfish 
line

floating or intermediate, matched to rod 

tippet
20-pound-test mono tippet

lures
Big baitfish-imitating streamers, 
poppers, Cam Sigler Sailfish fly in 

various colors

cam sigler tube flies
Sheeder prefers Cam Sigler tube flies 
in pink and white, but almost any color 
works. he rigs his flies in a unique 
manner in which the lead hook swings 
freely on the leader, but it is held in place 
by a thin rubber band and supported by 
a sleeve or spacer bead crimped onto 

the leader. The theory goes that if the 
fish bites the lead hook, the rubber 
band breaks, and the hook can swing 
around freely on the leader. This lessens 
the chance that the fish will also get 
hooked by the trail hook, an often-fatal 
occurrence with fish that break off after 
biting two-hook stiff rigs.
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in the pink:  A Pacific sail takes to 
the air on the sting of the hook. inset, 
flies should be rigged and ready for fast 
deployment when the bite turns on.
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one pop of the fly on the surface often does 
the trick. When they get lockjaw, you must 
sometimes strip the fly repeatedly to find a 
cadence they want to bite.

The sailfish-on-fly business has become 
Sheeder’s hallmark and his stock in trade, and 
he recently released his 5,000th fly-caught 

billfish, quite a remarkable career feat. If 
fly-fishing for sails sounds like something 
you’d like to try, there’s no one better to 
teach you, and no place better to give it 
a shot than the productive grounds off 
Guatemala. Once you’ve done it, you’ll be 
hooked on it like the rest of us. 

Guatemala is renowned for nearly un-
beatable consistency on high numbers 
of Pacific sailfish. Double-digit days 

are the norm. The fleet at Casa Vieja enjoys 
an annual average of a dozen fly-caught 
sails per boat per day. The all-inclusive Casa 
Vieja Lodge sits just minutes from the docks. 
flights from the U.S. land in Guatemala 
City, where anglers climb into vans for the 
 hour-and-a-half ride to the coast through 

stunning mountain scenery, to the coastal 
plain and the port city of Puerto Quetzal.

What: Pacific sailfish

When: Year-round

Where: Puerto Quetzal, Guatemala

Who: Casa Vieja Lodge offers three-day, 
four-night packages that include all transfers 
and meals, with the option of adding addi-
tional days to your stay; casaviejalodge.com.

sWs 
Planner

guatemala sailfish 
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